About ULIP

We provide an exceptional research environment, combining the benefits of a small welcoming institute with all of the advantages of a leading UK university with global reach.

Paris has long been a major cultural and intellectual crossroads and is today one of the most research-intensive cities in the world with world-renowned libraries and leading institutions for the study of humanities and the arts.

The University of London Institute in Paris aims to be an academic institution of distinction through excellence in teaching and research and the relevance of its academic activity and engagement as a bridge into Paris and mainland Europe.
ULIP runs a diverse programme of public lectures, seminars, workshops and conferences.

We organize postgraduate training in specific areas of expertise, including recent events on developing research question through interface with museum professionals, on using audiovisual resources, which are particularly rich in Paris, and on political sociology.

The research undertaken by faculty in Paris has strong anchoring in collaborations with city institutions, including public libraries, museums, archives and climate-policy advisors. This work underpins the events we run.
Affiliation with ULIP

ULIP offers doctoral students and post-doctoral colleagues the opportunity to affiliate their research with the Institute in order to benefit from the support of our research environment, to have access to dedicated work space, and where applicable to assist with residency and visa requirements.

This scheme is also available to LAHP students during a placement with a French organisation.
The benefits of affiliation

For a termly or annual fee ULIP can provide visiting doctoral students and post-doctoral fellows with:

Access to the building and facilities, via an access card, until 9pm during weekdays and 7pm on Saturdays

Wifi access via Eduroam log-ins

Printing, photocopying and scanning facilities

Access to a basement area where there are self-catering facilities

ULIP library staff and faculty will be able to assist with access to other research holdings in Paris and general academic mentorship.